WaterWolf
Benefits Overview

WaterWolf TM Dynamic Oil
Recovery System
Managing produced water to
increase profitability and extend
field life

The WaterWolf Dynamic Oil Recovery (DOR) system from NOV is an innovative, new water treatment system that
recovers oil and removes suspended solids from produced water in a single stage of treatment without the use
of chemicals or filters. This revolutionary technology increases oil recovery revenue, delivers maximum operational
efficiencies with proven cost savings, achieves environmental, health and safety benefits, and significantly reduces
the overall footprint for onsite water treatment and waste removal processes.
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WaterWolf

Increased Predictability, Decreased Risk,
Longer Well Life

Who Benefits from WaterWolf DOR?
• Mature fields with high water production

• Operators with high chemical costs

and oil recovery is valuable, efficient,

• Conventional producing wells

• Saltwater disposal operators
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• Areas with high HSE and regulatory
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NOV’s innovative approach to water treatment
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increasing valuable oil and decreasing waste
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BENEFITS OF THE WATERWOLF DOR

decreasing risks are less tangible. Every barrel
of oil recovered is one fewer that must be
treated, stored, transported and disposed

Increased Revenue

Reduced Costs

of safely, often by third-party vendors. And

Recovers more oil

No chemical flocculants

eliminating the need for additional resources

Returned oil is cleaner (more valuable)

No skim tanks or gas flotation devices

Keeps aging wells pumping longer

No hazardous slops

Delays costly shut-in/site remediation

No filters or membranes

in the treatment and handling process
means eliminating potential for human error
and exposure in what is inherently already a
hazardous process.

Reduced HSE Exposure

No tank cleanouts/reduces shutdowns

About NOV

Zero air emissions or pollutants

Throughout every region in the world and every

Fewer waste streams to manage

No construction costs for pumps, tanks,
controls, vapor recovery, gas blanketing,
emission permitting

Reduced organization exposure

Fewer waste streams

Reduced odor in production area

Improves injection well health

Eliminates need to store, transport
and treat waste streams

Streamlined Operations

and operational support necessary for

No tank cleanouts

Single-stage, dynamic water
treatment system

success—now and into the future.

Reduces confined-space entry and
slip-and-fall exposure

Compact size and weight

area of drilling and production, NOV has the
people, capabilities and vision to service the
needs of a challenging and evolving industry.
With 900 locations in 70 countries, our family of
companies provides the expertise, equipment

For more information about the WaterWolf
Dynamic Oil Recovery system, contact NOV at
pft@nov.com.

Eliminates hazardous solid waste
Low utility costs to operate

Smaller overall footprint
Ships on flatbed truck or common
shipping container
Simplified winterization for cold climates
Easy startup and operation
Compatible with low-pressure separators
Multiple flowrate configurations

NOV | Process and Flow Technologies
2500 CityWest Boulevard
Suite 2000
Houston, TX 77042

National Oilwell Varco has produced this benefits overview for general information only, and it is not intended for design
purposes. Although every effort has been made to maintain the accuracy and reliability of its contents, National Oilwell
Varco in no way assumes responsibility for liability for any loss, damage or injury resulting from the use of information
and data herein. All applications for the material described are at the user’s risk and are the user’s responsibility.

www.NOV.com/WaterWolf

